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EXT - Tropical Island: Day

A turquoise-blue sea laps the golden sand on this tranquil
tropical island. Soft ukulele music plays as the sun beams
down onto the sparkling water, and palm trees sway
peacefully against a clear blue sky.

Screaming.

COCONUT
AAAAAAARRGHH!

The screaming grows louder. COCONUT is cascading through the
air, shrieking as he plummets at frightening speed to to the
ground, down and down until...

Plop. From far away, COCONUT falls simply for less than a
second before landing softly on the sand below. PALM TREE
shakes itself before resting peacefully. He seems relieved
to have gotten ridden of COCONUT.

COCONUT gathers his breath, attempting to calm himself down
after such a traumatic experience. Nervously, he takes in
his new surroundings. From his low angle on the ground, the
palm trees seem incredibly tall and looming. The sound of
the ocean crashing nearby is frightening, and he can see
menacing birds circling above. With a yelp, COCONUT
desperately tries to scramble back up the palm tree.
However, upon noticing this, PALM TREE shakes its branches
so that COCONUT cannot roll up the trunk. COCONUT’s sighs as
he stares longingly up at the other coconuts perched safely
within the arms of PALM TREE. His eyes narrow...

CUT TO

COCONUT is using all the strength he can muster to push
rocks up against PALM TREE to form a set of tiny stairs. He
finds a final rock, and with tremendous effort, rolls it to
the top of his stairs. PALM TREE is watching him struggle
with a smirk, rolling his eyes. Triumphantly, COCONUT
reaches the top of the stairs, extremely proud of himself. A
fanfare sounds. In reality, COCONUT is only a few feet of
the ground. COCONUT sighs.

CUT TO

COCONUT has rolled onto a rock platform, his tiny coconut
fists clenched as he prepares to do a colossal jump. He
composes himself before the jump in 3, 2, 1... He jumps
roughly 3cm in the air before rolling back down onto the
sand. PALM TREE laughs. COCONUT lets out an anguished cry.

CUT TO



2.

COCONUT has built a sling-shot type contraption out of
leaves and rocks, and slots himself into it, preparing to
launch himself into the air. He cuts the small rope and
actually manages to go quite far, soaring through the air...
until PALM TREE positions a leaf to stop COCONUT in his
tracks. Upon collision with the leaf, COCONUT falls to the
ground once again.

Lying on the sand, and staring longingly up at the other
coconuts, COCONUT’s eyes fill with tears. Defeated, he rolls
towards the ocean, his face full of sadness. The glistening
water extends forever. COCONUT begins to cry.

PALM TREE is watching, his smirk slowly fading. He watches
COCONUT, and glances at the other coconuts nestled high up
in the tree.

Plop.

COCONUT turns around, a curious look upon his face. He
ventures forward slowly, wiping the tears away. At the
bottom of PALM TREE sits LADY COCONUT. She is frightened,
taking in her surroundings. COCONUT beams.

EXT - Tropical island: night.

COCONUT and LADY COCONUT are laying on the beach, watching
the moon and the stars. COCONUT glances over at her
nervously, reaching his little hand out to hold hers.

Ukulele music plays softly as the palm trees sway in the
breeze.


